In this paper, the Twin rotor MIMO system (TRMS) is tuned by Nonlinear PID controller using Evolutionary Computation methods. The proposed Nonlinear PID controller, used to tune TRMS, improves the system performance with additional degrees of freedom. Evolutionary Computation methods such as Differential Search Algorithm (DSA), real coded Genetic Algorithm (RGA) with simulated binary crossover (SBX) and Particle Swarm optimization (PSO) and Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) are used to determine the optimal parameters of the proposed controller by minimizing Integral Square Error (ISE) for rotor response of TRMS. SIMULINK MATLAB software is used for simulating the system. The statistical performance of the controller is analysed among twenty independent trials by taking best, worst, mean and standard deviations of ISE. Simulation results reveal that TRMS system tuned by nonlinear PID controller using Particle Swarm optimization (PSO) is better than the other methods
INTRODUCTION
TRMS is a complex model of MIMO system, that resembles the behaviour of helicopter with unstable, nonlinear and cross coupled dynamics. So, tuning of TRMS is required and this can be done either by a linear or a nonlinear PID controller.
Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control is easy and efficient in real time problems. Since 1942, with the advent of Ziegler -Nichols tuning method, the importance of PID control has developed significantly. Most of the industrial controllers adapt PID control algorithms, as no other controllers match the functionality, applicability and ease of use offered by the PID controllers [1] . Ziegler-Nichols and Cohen-Coon are the normally used conventional methods for tuning PID controllers. Neural networks, fuzzy based methods, neuro-fuzzy approach and evolutionary computation techniques are the advanced methods [2] .
In recent decades, designing controllers for MIMO systems has engrossed a lot of research interests and many multivariable control approaches have been projected [3] [4] [5] . Various researchers have already reported the optimal design of PID controller for MIMO system using Evolutionary Computation (EC) methods like Genetic Algorithm [6, 7] , Particle Swarm Optimization [8] , Covariance Matrix Adaptation evolution strategy [9] . Later, Differential Search Algorithm (DSA) is developed for the solution of optimization problems. DSA simulates the Brownian-like random-walk movement used by an organism to migrate [10] . Also Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) is one of the evolutionary algorithms, proposed by Rashedi et al. [11] . It is utilized to find optimal location of Distributed Generation [12] and to design passive power filters for industrial power Systems [13] Tuning the PID controller for MIMO systems using EC such as Differential Search Algorithm (DSA), real coded Genetic Algorithm (RGA) with simulated binary crossover (SBX), Particle Swarm optimization (PSO) and Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) are taken in this work.
Some researchers have reported about the Nonlinear PID controller structure [14] . Utilizing Nonlinear PID controller for tuning Linear Piezoelectric motors & Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage have been discussed [15, 16] and their research reveals that Nonlinear PID controller shows better performance than conventional linear PID controller. But the nonlinear constants used in the above research findings are fixed and not optimized [14] [15] [16] . Therefore in our study, tuning of Nonlinear PID controller for MIMO systems is considered and EC methods are used to optimize the nonlinear PID controller parameters.
Tao et al. proposed a fuzzy controller for TRMS [17] and in his work the minimization of error is not reported. Taskin [18] has proposed a fuzzy and LQR model with PID control. In his work the minimization of mean squared error is considered. Juang.et.al [19] proposed a modified fuzzy PID using RGA and reported the vertical and horizontal error. Later GA-PID control in FPGA was developed [20] . In their work they have compared the total error for vertical and horizontal angle separately for PID, GA-PID, RGA-PID, CMAC controller and GA-PID control in FPGA. In addition, real time adaptive nonlinear model inversion control [21] and Quasi LPV Statefeedback control was proposed [22] . Then fuzzy controller using Evolutionary algorithms was analysed [23] and they reported the comparison of average error obtained from Particle Swarm Optimization, Ant Bee Colony and Differential Evolution. Recently alternative methods tune the fractional order PID control for TRMS are reported [24, 25] . This paper focuses mainly on tuning of Nonlinear PID controller using EC for TRMS by minimizing the ISE of rotor. The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the description of TRMS. In Section 3 the parameters of Nonlinear PID controller and its simulation model is presented. Section 4 describes the tuning of Nonlinear PID controller for TRMS using Evolutionary computation. Section 5 describes the results and discussion. Finally, the results inferred are discussed in Section 6.
TRMS
TRMS is a complex model of MIMO system, its behaviour resembles that of a helicopter. As shown in Fig.  1 , the TRMS mechanical unit consists of two rotors placed on a beam together with a counterbalance whose arm with weight at its end is fixed to the beam at the pivot and it determines a stable equilibrium position. The beam is hinged on its base in such a way that it can rotate freely both in the horizontal and vertical planes. Any one of the horizontal or the vertical degree of freedom can be restricted to 1 degree of freedom using nylon screws found near pivot point. At the two ends of the beam there are rotors (the main and tail rotors) driven by dc motors. The main rotor develops a lifting force allowing the beam to rise vertically making a rotation around the pitch axis. Whereas, the tail rotor is used to make the beam turn left or right around the yaw axis. The whole unit is attached to the tower ensuring safe helicopter control experiments. Apart from the mechanical units, the electrical unit (located under the tower) plays a vital role for TRMS control. It allows for measured signals to be transmitted to the PC and control signal application through an I/O card. The mechanical and electrical units provide a complete control system setup. This device is a multivariable, nonlinear and sturdily coupled system, with degrees of freedom on the pitch and yaw angle denoted by ѱ and φ, correspondingly.
Figure 1 The twin rotor MIMO system
The state of the beam is explained by four process variables: horizontal and vertical angles measured by position sensors tied at the pivot, and two corresponding angular velocities. Two extra state variables are the momentum of the dc motors. In a typical helicopter, the aerodynamic force is controlled by varying the angle of attacker.
The laboratory setup is shown in Fig. 1 which is so constructed that the angle of attack is fixed. The aerodynamic force is controlled by adjusting the speed of the rotors. Therefore, the control inputs are the supply voltage of the dc motors. A change in the voltage value results in a change in the rotation speed of the propeller [26] .
NONLINEAR PID CONTROLLER
The Nonlinear PID controller model proposed by Tan et.al [14] is utilized in our work. The nonlinear combination of the error signal is given by 
Empirically the design parameters are selected accordingly δ = 0,1 to 0,2, α = 0,5 to 1,0. The block diagram of the conventional nonlinear PID controller is shown in Fig. 2 , it consists of two PID controllers, one for main and the other for the tail rotor. The conventional controller tunes the errors of main and tail rotor individually, cross coupled dynamics is not considered. So, considering the cross coupled dynamics, the Cross coupled Nonlinear PID controller is developed as shown in Fig. 3 , it comprises four PID controllers. The influence of main rotor in tail rotor and vice versa were considered for controlling the TRMS. 
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The lower and upper bounds are chosen based on the literature. In this work, performance of Evolutionary computation within this chosen range has been considered. In future adaptive parameter range may be chosen. The population size is fixed at 30 for TRMS. The commonly used time-integral performance index, integral of the square error (ISE) is considered as objective in this paper Technical Gazette 25, Suppl. 1(2018), 105-111
where e 1 (t) is the error signal for main position rotor (elevation or pitch) and e 2 (t) is the error signal for tail position rotor (azimuth or yaw).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For simulating TRMS, MATLAB SIMULINK software is employed. Simulations are carried out using core 2 Duo processor 3 GHz, 4 GB RAM PC. ISE is determined for desired pitch /yaw angle response of set point regulation. Simulations are carried out using stopping criteria, maximum number of function evaluation (Feval) is set at 1500. Owing to randomness, many trials with independent population initializations are made to acquire a useful conclusion of the performance of the algorithm. The sampling time is 0,01 sec. Hence, best, mean, worst, standard deviations of ISE measure in 20 independent trials are reported. The simulation results are given as follows. (Fig. 4) PSO converges faster in the least optimal parameter compared to RGA and DSA and from Tab. 1 based on Best_optimal, Best Mean_optimal and Std_f optimal, PSO shows a better result than RGA and DSA. To track the desired input from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 PSO shows better results. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , represent the convergence characteristics and output response of the pitch and yaw respectively for Nonlinear PID controller with optimized δ and α values. Its statistical performance is shown in Tab. 2. From the convergence characteristics (Fig. 7) PSO converges faster in least optimal parameter compared to RGA and DSA and from Tab. 2 based on Best_optimal, Best Mean_optimal and Std_foptimal, PSO shows better result than RGA and DSA. To track the desired input from Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 PSO shows better results. Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 , represent the convergence characteristics and output response of the pitch and yaw respectively for Cross coupled Nonlinear PID controller with fixed δ and α values. Its statistical performance is shown in Tab. 3. From the convergence characteristics (Fig. 10 ) PSO converges faster in the least optimal parameter compared to RGA and DSA and from Tab. 3 based on Best_optimal, Best Mean_optimal and Std_foptimal, PSO shows better result than RGA and DSA. To track the desired input from Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 PSO shows better results. Considering the case (iv) Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) is applied and its statistical performance is given in Tab. 5. Tab. 6 reveals that Cross coupled Nonlinear PID controller with optimized δ and α values shows better result comparatively. Also it is better than the results obtained from Tab. 5, statistical performance of GSA. Our research shows the combination of elevation and azimuth i.e., vertical and horizontal which is better than the errors reported in previous researches [15] [16] [17] , where the error values are reported separately (Vertical or Horizontal). Hence from the results it is observed that by optimizing the α and δ, the results are better than in previous researches [12, 13] reported without optimizing α and δ. PSO converges faster in the least optimal parameter in all the cases. Hence PSO shows better result with respect to output response and convergence characteristics.
Case (i) Figure 4 Convergence characteristics [case(i)]

Case (ii) Figure 7 Convergence characteristics [case(ii)]
CONCLUSION
The Evolutionary Computation is applied for tuning Nonlinear PID controller for TRMS by minimizing ISE value of the pitch and yaw response. The best, mean, worst and standard deviations of ISE value obtained from 20 independent trials are considered for comparing the performances of DSA, PSO, RGA and GSA. Simulation results reveal that the PSO performs better than other algorithm in terms of best value (least value compared to other algorithms) and better convergence characteristics. In future instead of Nonlinear PID controller, fractional PID controller with the influence of Nonlinear functions and evolutionary algorithms may be implied to tune TRMS, also model predictive controller may be utilized to enhance the tuning.
